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In their latest issue brief, America’s Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) warned how spike proteins resulting

from experimental COVID-19 gene therapy vaccines have the capacity to 1.) pass through the “blood-

brain barrier” causing neurological damage, 2.) be “shed” by the vaccinated, bringing about sickness in

unvaccinated children and adults, and 3.) cause irregular vaginal bleeding in women.

Released last week and titled “Identifying Post-vaccination Complications & Their Causes: an Analysis

of Covid-19 Patient Data,” the stated purpose of the document is “to provide additional information for

concerned citizens, health experts, and policymakers about adverse events and other post-vaccination issues

resulting from the three experimental COVID-19 vaccines currently administered under EUA (emergency use

authorization)” by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

The non-pro�t organization highlighted the thousands of adverse events which are related to these

“vaccines” and captured by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) Vaccine Adverse

Event Reporting System (VAERS). “Yet these complications have received a fraction of the attention paid to

J&J’s blood-clotting controversy,” they lamented with dismay, asking, “Why?”

In taking a closer look at this data, AFLDS presents “some major categories of concern as-yet publicly unad-

dressed by either the FDA or CDC,” asserting that failure of these regulators “to consider these and other

‘known unknowns’ is a dereliction of basic medical research.”

They breakout their general categories of concern as shown below:

First, there are signi�cant fears regarding the wide distribution of these new vaccines, which employ a

new technology and remain only experimental without full approval from the FDA. Instead of employing

an attenuated antigen response – as happens with conventional vaccines – these experimental agents

introduce something called a “spike protein” into one’s system.

“It takes years to be sure something new is safe,” the AFLDS document con�rms. “No one knows de�nitively

the long-term health implications for the body and brain, especially among the young, related to this spike pro-
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tein. In addition, if documented problems with the protein do arise, there will never be any way to reverse the

adverse effects in those already vaccinated.”

Second, unlike conventional vaccines, these spike proteins, along with “lipid nanoparticles” have the ca-

pacity to pass through the “blood-brain barrier” which provides special protection for these sensitive

areas of the body.

“There simply has not been enough time to know what brain problems and how often a brain problem will de-

velop from that,” the document warns.

Risks from such penetration include “chronic in�ammation and thrombosis (clotting) in the neurological sys-

tem, contributing to tremors, chronic lethargy, stroke, Bell’s Palsy and ALS-type symptoms. The lipid nanoparti-

cles can potentially fuse with brain cells, resulting in delayed neuro-degenerative disease. And the mRNA-in-

duced spike protein can bind to brain tissue 10 to 20 times stronger than the spike proteins that are (naturally)

part of the original virus.”

Third, as these experimental vaccines produce many trillions of spike proteins in their recipients, these

vaccinated individuals “can shed some of these (spike protein) particles to close contacts,” causing disease in

them.

In an email correspondence with LifeSiteNews, Dr. Simone Gold, the founder of AFLDS, directed this

writer to an April 29 tweet where she posted a document from P�zer’s experimental trials in which the

pharmaceutical giant “acknowledges this mechanism” of potential shedding, she wrote.

As the document states, one can be “exposed to [the] study intervention due to environmental exposure,” in-

cluding “by inhalation or skin contact” with someone involved in the study, or with another who has been

exposed in the same way.

And this, according to AFLDS, can be dangerous. As the issues brief continues, “the spike proteins are

pathogenic (‘disease causing’) just like the full virus.” Furthermore, these “spike proteins bind more tightly than

the fully intact virus” and thus cases around the world of “pericarditis, shingles, pneumonia, blood clots in the

extremities and brain, Bell’s Palsy, vaginal bleeding and miscarriages have been reported in persons who are

near persons who have been vaccinated.” Such shedding also “appears to be causing wide variety of autoim-

mune disease (where the body attacks its own tissue) in some persons.”

In addition, other more serious dangers to even the unvaccinated are possible due to the fact that these

“spike proteins can cross the blood brain barrier, unlike traditional vaccines.”

Fourth, such shedding leaves children vulnerable if they are in proximity to parents and teachers who

have received these experimental vaccines. While the threat of COVID-19 to the young is rightly de-

scribed as “irrelevant,” including a 99.997% survival rate for those under 20 years of age, AFLDS is con-

cerned some children may become symptomatic due to such proximity to the vaccinated.

At such point there is a danger that “public health bureaucrats” might use such cases to “speculate that a

child’s illness is related to a SARS-CoV-2 ‘variant,’” when it is a result of contact with vaccinated adults.

“Our other concern is that children could develop long-term chronic autoimmune disease including neurological

problems due to the fact that children have decades ahead of them and trillions of the spike proteins mentioned

above.”
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Fifth, “AFLDS is aware of thousands of reports involving vaginal bleeding, post-menopausal vaginal bleeding,

and miscarriages following COVID-19 vaccination as well as anecdotal reports of similar adverse events among

those in close contact with the vaccinated.” While at this point the independent physicians organization

“cannot comment de�nitively on the close contacts” other than to mention they “have heard reports of this

worldwide,” the many reported incidents of post-vaccination vaginal bleeding establishes a clear “connec-

tion between the vaccine and irregular bleeding.”

“Despite this clear-cut evidence, menstrual-cycle changes were not listed among the FDA’s common side

effectsin its phase-three clinical participants. Women’s reproductive health needs to be taken seriously rather

thanwaved away by agenda-driven public health of�cials,” the brief reads.

Finally, acknowledging the “irrepressible economic incentive among pharmaceutical companies” to market

unnecessary and dangerous childhood COVID vaccines, boosters, and the like, AFLDS insists “Public

health experts should stop and assess data on possible vaccine side effects and related post-vaccination ques-

tions before it is too late.”

So P�zer’s own internal report (on page 69) warns health care workers about being exposed to people

who have been vaccinated — which is rather ironic considering most health care workers are required to

be vaccinated themselves. 

Anyone walking in to a hospital or doctor’s of�ce will be exposed to the spike proteins being shed by vir-

tually the entire staff of workers — but the concentrations will be low compared to what is in the blood

streams of the vaccinated. 

Of course, the amount of spike proteins you could actually breathe in is miniscule compared to the

amount that these vaccines are programming vaccinated people’s bodies to manufacture — non-stop

24/7. 

A recent study con�rms that the spike proteins produced by the mRNA vaccines can indeed cause seri-

ous health problems as they continuously build up in the vaccinated. 

As literally trillions of these spike proteins build up and overwhelm your body, your internal organs will

begun to shut down and your brain will stop functioning — which is why a U.K. government report is pre-

dicting a huge percentage of doubly vaccinated people will be dying in the coming “Third Wave” of the

fake pandemic. 

This coming massive death toll will, of course, be blamed on new, exotic-sound virus “variant” — or bet-

ter yet, “scare-iants” — and the “sel�sh unvaccinated.” 

Needless to say, it would behoove everyone who is unvaccinated to avoid extended exposure to the vac-

cinated, especially in con�ned spaces. 

The entire world has never been deceived on such a massive scale. 

It would appear that Satan indeed has been loosed from his prison — and he knows his time is short to

make this �nal move to dominate this world before he is destroyed.
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Ava Pickard   9 months ago

Amen! It is getting very tiresome to be a target for the uninformed because we have listened to

the reports about the vaccine’s potential harm. Who would take it at all unless they are �lled with

fear. And like a wounded, fearful animal who �nds refuge in the corner of a room, they lash out at

anyone who dares come near them. This is a troubling time, God help us.
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John Smendrovac   9 months ago

  Reply to  

So getting Covid19 and passing away is better are you on drugs
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Steven Soti   9 months ago
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  Reply to  

Sure, is better, you knucklehead!

 Reply

Jiree   6 months ago

  Reply to  

The death numbers are overblown- covid didn’t kill all those people.. remdisiver did..

hospitals soaked up millions in taxpayer funds to vent and treat with this killer.. funny

that doctors were so puzzled that organ failure was part of the covid �u..it was not.. for

every step they took including putting many on Dialysis after treating with rimdisever

and going into renal failure was a huge payday for the medical community.

bottom line do not go to the hospital..

your life could depend on it.

 Reply

Pat   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Thank you for that info!

 Reply

Joan Deaver   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Yes, Remdesivir seems to be Fauci’s favorite. Sure to ____. The only legal way

pharma can push us to take the Jab is to say that Covid has no remedy. But it does

have remedies such as hydroxychloraquin & zinc or Ivermectin which are banned

by Fauci and the Feds.

 Reply

K. W.   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Agreed that the death numbers are overblown and that some died from using

Remdesivir. However, some did actually survive due to Remdesivir. I agree also

John Smendrovac
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with stay away from the hospital because they won’t bother using Ivermectin

which works and doesn’t cause renal failure. Remdesivir causes renal failure in 25%

of patients.

 Reply

Steve   9 months ago

  Reply to  

99% survival rate. Are YOU on drugs???

 Reply

Juanita   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Sorry to tell you. This is all about pz making billions of dollars and being able to control

you. They have released a lot of documentation and it is looking extremely bad for

them. They have made countries give assets as assurance that the countries wont back

down on the deal and I am talking about giving sovereignty, defense forces and a lot of

other stuff. Here a link for you to read if you dont believe me

https://www.citizen.org/article/p�zers-power/ 

Here is another link for you listen to Here is a video that you will want to watch and

listen too. This talks about how the cov vax comp are trying to mandte them.

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/12/26/comirnaty-emergency-

use-authorization.aspx?

ui=78c85c8340d77cf6e425b93d62a70d76286bb456bc35ac839b1283b416b96624

&sd=20210706&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&ci

d=20211226&mid=DM1075088&rid=1361608757&fbclid=IwAR3YFawsp6a6VHLgi

6bbLesmpzgfLrP4-4fhhMaxraUy4dGnom4_j_4FZbI it is about 1 hour long but really

worth it.

 Reply

Soosee   8 months ago

  Reply to  

Who says you will die if you catch it? Its got a death rate of 0.05% that’s 5 people in

10,000… After reading what damage the “vaccine” can do to the body, how it destroys your

innate immune system how quickly any faint protection fades,how it pressures the virus to

mutate and all the thousands of deaths and disabling injuries that the “vaccine” seems to
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John Smendrovac
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have caused I’d rather take my chance of catching the virus with my God given immune

system to protect me thanks, and can you guess? I am NOT on drugs!!!! I’m just using my

God given brain!….

 Reply

randy   7 months ago

  Reply to  

My whole family had the Delta last summer. No problems, no complications and both

the wife and I are elderly and she has “high risk” condition (so called). We took HQC

using the Frontline Protocols and got over it without any complications.

 Reply

Mrs Nobody   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Yes. This is the message that needs to go viral. The HCQ & ivermectin with vitamin

protocol is saving lives.I’ve seen it with my own eyes. It’s nothing short of a miracle.

Many could have been saved with immediate early intervention. The protocol of

test and zero treatment until need for hospitalization is beyond criminal. So many

elderly were neglected and outright euthanized by this standard of “care”

Completely disgusting. I sincerely hope that these atrocities are someday held to

account. So glad you and your family are well. Natural immunity & herd immunity

coming in hot.

 Reply

SUSAN DEMAY   6 months ago

  Reply to  

I asked the hospital to give my parents the life savings medicine. The Dr’s. Said they

couldn’t have it because of the heart medication they were on. Liars! They were so

sick they weren’t taking their meds. My son-in-law’s father is on heart meds and he

got the monoclonal antibodies and was covid free after 2 days! The hospital let my

parents die for the xtra money for the ventilator and because they were elderly

white people. They will be judged by their evil deeds. God help us all.

 Reply
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Julie Croley   6 months ago

  Reply to  

You are only thinking for now..3 years down the road will be a very different

picture for your immune system. The ingredients attack the cells ..do some

research .or maybe not.

 Reply

SUSAN DEMAY   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Both my parents died the week of Christmas. Anyone who has a week Immune system

can die from this virus.

 Reply

Apollo   8 months ago

  Reply to  

What you just makes no sense

 Reply

Saint Pats   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Chinq troll

 Reply

Cathy   8 months ago

  Reply to  

Passing away? You have failed terribly to do your honework. Covid is 99.97% curable with

proper treatment. People dying are NOT being treated with correct, proven protocols!

 Reply

randy
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Rick   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Or are simply dying as a result of one or more comorbidities (high blood sugar and

obesity being two of the worst) causing pre-existing chronic in�ammation to get

exponentially worse.

 Reply

Jeff   8 months ago

  Reply to  

THERAPEUTICS!!! IVERMECTIN HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE Study in India of 240 million

that use therapeutics show less than 10 deaths due to covid. Stop with the one track mind

thinking.

 Reply

randy   7 months ago

  Reply to  

With a 99.6% recovery rate, getting COVID 19 and recovering confers better immunity

than the unproven vaccine with its emergent and manifold dangers.

 Reply

nolan garrison   7 months ago

  Reply to  

its not a death sentence, existing problems play a big part.

 Reply

Saint Pats   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Protect the vulnerable and let the rest of us get on with life. It’s not Ebola.

 Reply

Cathy
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Char   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Just recovered from covid, my husband is 67 and I’m 62. Amazing how quickly we got over

it with Ivermectin and HCQ. Most in my family have it and recovered just �ne. Perhaps that’

why it has a 99.97% recovery rate.

 Reply

Don   7 months ago

  Reply to  

It was a cold or �ue relabeled as covid, this is not real disease. They want us all on a

digital medical passport, so we can all be futher controlled by 5g and computers, our

every move tracked and controlled, these are pschopaths .

 Reply

Bearette   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Oh my!!! Do the research!!!! Unless you are a A R c H 0 n!!!

 Reply

Sharon sivori   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Your the dumb one, there are really great drugs out there to cure the virus if you get it. If

your in good health and young you have a 99.997% of cure. If you have health issues then it

is up to you, personally I’m not taking this shot. Even if your older, it is still 99% cure!

 Reply

Laura   6 months ago

  Reply to  

You do not have a high chance of dying from covid. You are totally proving his entire point.

Not sure if this is serious or meant to be funny.
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 Reply

Mrs Nobody   6 months ago

  Reply to  

There is a 99% Survival rate.  ♀  Read the CDC numbers for yourself. These are deaths “With

not from” COVID. We have been fearmongered, bamboozled, lied to. The virus is real, the

�u didn’t disappear and they have lied about the numbers. Look at Australia, in 2019 4K

people dies of �u, in 2020 & 2021 2K people have died with COVID and they are force

jabbing and putting people in camps. stop watching CNN.   they are paid propaganda

brought to you by Phizer.

 Reply

Julie Croley   6 months ago

  Reply to  

According to the Dorset NHS Trust 3 people died of only covid in 2020. I have 8 other

FOI letters from NHS TRUSTS. They all say the same. Under 20 deaths per County.

 Reply

Julie Croley   6 months ago

  Reply to  

The recovery rate is 99.7% . I’d say that’s a big yes , wouldn’t you !?

 Reply

Matt   9 months ago
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The Lord is mighty, He alone will have the last word. He is greater than anything man can create.

 Reply

John   9 months ago

  Reply to  

I agree that is why God enlightened mankind to make the mRNA Vaccine to save people

 Reply

Steven Soti   9 months ago

  Reply to  

Troll, Fauci’s agent of misinformation. F…k off.

 Last edited 9 months ago by Steven Soti

 Reply

Jesus   8 months ago

  Reply to  

but even the pope says to get vaccinated?

 Reply

Thean O   8 months ago

  Reply to  

The pope is the head of an institution which has nothing to do with God.

 Reply

JESUS_Rockz   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Pope is not on the side of good.. 

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=pope%2B%20luciferus%20scope&ko=-1&ia=web
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 Reply

randy   7 months ago

  Reply to  

That Pope is also a communist who says you should redistribute your wealth. Have

you done so yet?

 Reply

Lisa   8 months ago

  Reply to  

Troll!!

 Reply

Lindsey Wende   7 months ago

  Reply to  

God made an immune system you moron not a idea in mans head to create a poison to

inject to the temple ? Wtf wake up

 Reply

Bearette   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Man DID NOT MAKE THE C l 0 t shot!!! People will have failing hearts when the truth

comes out! It’s gonna be unbelievable!!!

 Reply

Matt   9 months ago

I am not a DR. but the more I research this, I believe the vaccine is the variant and the variant is the

vaccine. This would explain why this bio weapon virus was created, and then a bio weapon vaccine

announced to be the solution. Then couple that with fear, and people run to the vaccine; which will

never gaurd people from infection, because the infection is in the injection. Such a sinister plan
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from so many greedy people involved globally. 

They believe they can play god; and reduce the population. Genocide is nothing new to man, is can

be disguised and ruthlessly harm millions, but just look like a miracle drug, inducing people to take

it, out of fear; due to not knowing to seek the Lord �rst, and not man.

 Reply

Paul Barbara   9 months ago

  Reply to  

Check out ‘Globalist Banker Predicted Scamdemic & Genocide of The Useless’ (The Bernician),

and see how right you are.

 Reply

E Barton   9 months ago

The government expert agencies need to listen to and understand the views of professionals

outside their own closed circle. The current regimes are deliberately not doing this, contrary to the

doctrine of science. This has led to a fundamental distrust between the expert advisers and the

recipients of this advice. It will not be restored until the current advisers start listening or

otherwise they need to be removed. The governments also need to be re,o Ed for facilitating this.

 Reply

Paul Barbara   9 months ago

  Reply to  

You don’t seem to have grasped the enormity of the problem – we are led by Luciferians and

utter evil is their plan. That is why they lead our countries to war, indulge in vile peadophile acts

against children, and suck up bribes like vaccum cleaners. Now, they are on the last leg, mass

genocide and total control of the tiny remainder.

 Reply

Bearette   6 months ago

  Reply to  
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It goes MUCH MUCH MUCH DEEPER! The veil is lifting now….but when its 100%

dropped…..it’s going to be UNLIKE ANYTHING EVER BEFORE!!!!! Talk about some upset

people!!!

 Reply

Gord   7 months ago

  Reply to  

So you don’t believe that the WEF, WHO, IMF , UN, Soros, Gates and bought/ threatened

politicians etc are in on this? You think they’re just stupid and still believe in the safety of their

citizenry? The vax has addled your brain.

 Reply

Sondra Matthews   7 months ago

  Reply to  

They are the luciferians Paul is referring to. I won’t dignify that word with a capital letter.

 Reply

John   9 months ago

I disagree

 Reply

peter   7 months ago

  Reply to  

well that’s because you’re an idiot.

 Reply

Ava Pickard   9 months ago

Didn’t say that. Just that fear is an enemy in this �ght.
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 Reply

Linda M   9 months ago

Sick and tired of all the lies. The fascism, tyranny….praying for God’s wrath down on all evil.

 Reply

Bearette   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Its here!!! It’s waiting up in the sky! Go to Allskycam.com for whats waiting and being set up

right now! N i b ir u is here…..Revelations in our face!!! It’s all on The Father’s time clock….and

will unfold real soon! Can’t wait to go home!!!

 Reply

Julie   9 months ago

So I am a menopausal woman who had COVID before the shot came out for everyone. I am

maintaining only my natural immunity. However, when I get around those who are vaccinated, I

experience bleeding. My dr has dismissed this and tested me for cancer, which of course, I don’t

have. The shedding is real. The effect on others due to the shedding is real. I am �ne as long as I

stay away.

 Reply

PSC   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Menopausal woman here and I’ve noticed a couple of things. When I’m at family get togethers,

my hair seems to stop growing for many months and I’m now bleeding from my vagina and

urethra. It’s been going on for a while.Due to insurance changes unable to see doctor till

January.

 Reply

Bearette   6 months ago
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  Reply to  

Do the pine needle tea. Look it up and purchase it. You’ve got the shedding from the V.

 Reply

Dorothy   9 months ago

I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF IT IS POSSIBLE OR IS IT BECAUSE OF SPIKE PROTEIN SHEDDING

OF THE PFIZER JAB THAT TRIGGERED SEIZURES AGAIN, MY SISTER INLAW HAD THE PFIZER

JAB ROUND ABOUT 3 TO 4 WEEKS AGO AND LAST NIGHT MY SON STARTED TO HAVE

SEIZURES AGAIN AFTER 11 YEARS HE HAD THE HERPES SIMPLEX ENCEPHALITIS IN 2010

AND LOST THE ABILITY TO HALF OF HIS BRAIN NO FUNCTION ON ONE SIDE IT WAS BADLY

DAMAGED WITH THE ENCEPHALITIS VIRUS, AND WE WERE IN CLOSE CONTACT DURING

THE PASSING OF MY MOTHER

 Reply

Suz   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Look up Dr. Carrie Madej on Rumble or Bit Chute, she says people can detox with pine needle

tea ( ordered a pine needle variation on swanson)

 Reply

MISSY   7 months ago

  Reply to  

PINE NEEDLE IS FALSE SEE JUDY MIKOVITS RESPONSE – ITS ATTRIBUTED TO HER.

 Reply

Leslie   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Wait. What? I just asked for the tea link  ♀ 
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Leslie   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Do you have a link for that tea? I’ve looked through her site and can’t �nd it.

 Reply

MISSY   7 months ago

  Reply to  

YES MYALGIC ENCEPHALITIS AWAITS MANY FROM SHEDDING -DR MCCULLOGH ON

STEW PETERS SHOW. NOT TO WORRY THOUGH. GET AHEAD OF IT …

 Reply

Mary Whiting   9 months ago

In Australia people are completely blocked from hearing the truth about the harm these vaccines

are doing. Nor do we hear about the thousands of excellent Nobel prize winning doctors and

scientists being cancelled. People I relate this to are dumbfounded, and full of disbelief. Mary

(Melbourne, Vic, Australia – the capital of aggressive totalitarianism in the west)

 Last edited 9 months ago by Mary Whiting

 Reply

Madeleine   8 months ago

  Reply to  

When misinformation and disinformation becomes of�cial and spread by the media, any

attempt to reason with people who are in denial or who still believe there are governments who

honestly strive to keep us safe and secure and prosperous (I believe America under President

Trump may have been the last best hope for that),any attempt to assert the obvious truth will

get you labeled a nutjob or conspiracy theorist. Facts and logic no longer convince the mass of

people.

 Reply

Cat Mad   8 months ago
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  Reply to  

What they are doing to Victorians is abuse… we up here in Bundaberg pray for all of you. I don’t

believe that your Dictator leader is as popular as they say… I hope the MPs vote against his

legislation

 Reply

Neil Price   9 months ago

Divide and Conquer Medicine

 Reply

Kristi   8 months ago

Is there a way to test for the spike protein in a person who isn’t vaccinated? I am a massage

therapist and I am not vaccinated. Most all of my clients are vaccinated.

 Last edited 8 months ago by Kristi

 Reply

Deb   8 months ago

  Reply to  

Kristi, you can drink pine Needle tea to counteract the spike protein. Research it and �nd out

for yourself. You can know you are subjected and being harmed by spike protein shedding when

you see small almond size mysterious bruises on your body for no apparent reason. They are

oval shaped and usually super�cial and don’t hurt. But it means bleeding is taking pk A certi�ed

in your body. Also a blood test may show t g at you have increased CRP protein which

demonstrates increased body in�ammation.

 Reply

Madeleine   8 months ago

  Reply to  

I have not heard this! I haven’t heard of pine needle tea either. But the bruises are there.
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 Reply

John9   8 months ago

  Reply to  

Darn, I didn’t know anything about this. So what do I do if I work in a supermarket where

nearly everyone has been vaccinated and I am in close contact with everyone?

I’ve never heard of Pine Needle Tea either. Is it easy to get a hold of?

 Reply

Gord   7 months ago

  Reply to  

I just pick the needles off the tree, simmer, not boil for 5-10 minutes , strain , add honey

and drink. Very refreshing taste. You do not need to buy if you have pine trees around

Caution, NO LODGEPOLE, PONDEROSA, or NORFOLK PINE

Google for con�rmation, there are lots of sites

 Reply

K. W.   6 months ago

  Reply to  

White Pine I’ve heard is great. But not directly for anything other than allergies. I plan

to �nd some white pine and pick the needles and make my own. Hoping to stop having

to buy Claritin-D.

 Reply

Gord   7 months ago

  Reply to  

Wow, I have these bruises all over my upper arms (more red than purple), and I have been

drinking pine needle tea, taking chlorine dioxide solution, vit D, C, Zinc, Quercitin. 

My whole family got Covid except me. I had one night of violent shaking chills, delerious

sort of dreams and woke up soaked in sweat, but felt good as new. Tested negative for

Covid. Wonder what’s up. Maybe a reaction to spike proteins from my kids’ vaxxed

friends??
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 Reply

Jill Christopher   8 months ago

  Reply to  

I am a Esthetician and work on mostly vaxxed people.I have had several bloody noses(not

normal for me)Also my yearly blood work came out with very low white blood cell count.Now

the booster clients coming and I feel wiped out.Feels like when I had mono as a kid.I am

making/drinking pine tea,but feel like I need to take only pure bloods;/

 Reply

dtr   7 months ago

  Reply to  

What you describe is EXACTLY the way I feel every time that I am around people that I

know have been vaccinated. Obviously, we are all exposed to people that we do not know

and that have been vaccinated. I’m becoming keen to knowing who is and who is not when I

am with or around strangers, because the fatigue that I feel the next day is REAL. I buy pine

needle tea from a seller on Etsy. It does work. I also have an infrared sauna and that helps

signi�cantly!

 Reply

K. W.   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Try broad-spectrum CBD and mushroom tea (reishi, tremella, and lions mane).

 Reply

MISSY   7 months ago

  Reply to  

NOOO PPL PINE NEEDLE INFO IS FALSE SEE DR JUDY MIKOVITS RESPONSE – ITS

ATTRIBUTED TO HER. FIND THAT INTERVIEW. ITS WITH ANOTHER BLOND LADY.

 Reply

B b  6 th
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Barb   6 months ago

  Reply to  

You Are wrong about dr Judy Mikovits, she and dr Tenpenny and Mike Adams

recommended it, it has shikimic acid which keeps the spike protein from doing its

replication. It is an old remedy that works!!

 Reply

Di Hawes   8 months ago

Very good article, and informative thank you, I needed this to explain shedding from my sons

girlfriend on to him! Most grateful that I’ve read this and he’s come for dinner. Keep up the good

work, cheers Di

 Reply

Natasha   8 months ago

https://t.me/joinchat/n0h0KWBPvu01YmZk 
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svg/2611.svghttps://s.w.org/images/core/emoji/13.1.0/svg/1f1ee-

1f1f9.svghttps://s.w.org/images/core/emoji/13.1.0/svg/1f1ee-1f1f9.svg

 Reply

Kenwyn van Heerden   8 months ago

It’s a sad situation that both governments and big pharma have created a worldwide fear only to

promote the sale of covid vaccines and syringes. It is time the world stands up against the false

information being spread with the fear factor. Spike protein S remains a killer in itself

 Reply

Leslie   7 months ago

  Reply to  

What is being done to show the truth?
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 Reply

Lakota   8 months ago

These vaccines are killing people. Stop the manadate!!

 Reply

kym   8 months ago

the doctors , as i understand it, do not inject the vaccine .the injections are given by nurses and

pharmacy workers.. these people are engaged in a lottery , where injected people will die of

anaphylaxis.. can, and should, any person be placed in that position by an order or edict from an

authority so called.. experimenting on humans by proxy.. dodging the accountability for pre-

meditated death… ( albeit ‘rare’ and unintended) the people are revolting ! yep, they are.. thank

you.. kym

 Reply

Maureen Kelley   8 months ago

Thank you for posting this. Very hard to �nd answers to speci�c questions these days. I know the

jab sheds. Looking for any info on the length of the shedding period. With the inef�cacy of the jab,

the insistence on boosters endangers all. I have survived Covid-19. Don’t need a drug that neither

prevents nor heals. If it was a real vaccine it would not be as concerning but it obviously has

another purpose. Deeply regret that we have allowed the endangering of pregnant women and

newborns, as well as threatening the lives of naturally immune children.

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

TWO TO THREE WEEKS,BUT IF YOUR LIVING WITH SOMEONE WHO GOT THE JAB,,,MOVE

OUT,,,

 Reply

Fenna   8 months ago
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everything and everyone is energy. To know – how to work with energy- is to learn – how to train

your mind -. Any information that is negative has the potential to harm the body. Therefore it is

important to always raise your consciousness and stay in the highest frequencies to keep the body

free from any harm.

 Last edited 8 months ago by Fenna

 Reply

Lynda Fitzpatrick   8 months ago

I heard Ann Vandersteel talking with Dr. Judy Mikovits on a podcast. Ms. Vandersteel said she got

tested for spike proteins, but her test came back negative. Do you advise such testing for the

unvaccinated who are concerned about working around the vaccinated? If yes, how can I get that

test? Secondly, I heard Dr. Brian Insley talk about doing T-Cell testing to see if his patients have

natural immunity against this virus. Do you have any information on that type of test, and how one

can get that? These seem to be tests that are far and above a faulty PCR test and bene�cial to the

patient.

 Reply

Sue   8 months ago

I live with a vaccinated person, I am not, does the spike proteins keep shedding and spreading?

How long can this go on for???? :/

 Reply

Amanda   8 months ago

  Reply to  

I would like to know the same is it harmful if I start dating someone vaccinated or should I

consider not to I work in a house of two people vaccinated for my job but don’t touch them and

just take care of the kids but they soon will be vaccinated also..

 Reply

Cat Mad   8 months ago
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  Reply to  

From what I have gathered from speaking to people exposed to vaccinated people is that the

symptoms they have last for about two to three weeks. 

My household was exposed to a vaccinated disability support worker without knowing and one

person had unexplained nose bleeds for 2 weeks and another had PMS that she had not

suffered from since a hysterectomy 4 years ago.

We now tell people that if they are getting vaccinated or booster shots they can’t come around

for three weeks.

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

TRUE,,,I WAS SICK FOR TWO WEEKS,,,FROM A SHEDDER,,,

 Reply

Cat Mad   8 months ago

I would love to hear from people that have had an increase in their monoclonal antibodies in

relation to MGUS and multiple myeloma. 

My bone marrow spike protein went from 10% to %15% and I have now of�cially developed

multiple myeloma. 

My IGg levels in blood tests went from 17 to 28 and during that increase I was exposed to

vaccinated staff every two weeks at the hospital. In fact they have a mass vaccination centre there.

I feel the S Spike may have aggravated my condition and caused it to develop into bone marrow

cancer.

My treatment also includes getting plasma exchange and I worry that blood donations that make

that product is now contaminated with donations from vaccinated people.

 Reply

Doris   7 months ago

  Reply to  

My half-brother got the jab now has been diagnosed with multiple myeloma! He doesn’t believe

that it could’ve been caused by the fauchi ouchi but no one in his family has cancer. I’ve been

Sue
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looking for others. Did you have the jab? my email is teachersporch@yahoo.com if your open to

connecting. I know there has been a large uptick in cancer cases reported by many doctors.

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

DORIS THIS IS TRUE,PEOPLE IN REMISSION,WILL HAVE THEIR CANCERS COME

BACK,,THOUSANDS OF DOCTORS SEE THEM COME BACK,AFTER JAB WITH THIS

DISEASE,,,AGAIN,,VERY SOON TOO,,,,

 Reply

Rosene   8 months ago

Its true spike protein shedding I experienced I have bleeding , I thought its UTI but its not great

blood and not my period. And dark spot skin on my leg is have that too and Losing word to say in

person its like brain fog,when I talked to vaccinated people. And thank you one of comment about

the tea,to �ght spike protein , �ve spices help too, blend in your coffee

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

ROSENE IS RIGHT,SHEDDING DOES OCCUR

 Reply

Gord   7 months ago

My whole family is unvaxxed and got Covid. No big deal 3 days and good as new. Tests were

positive and we were all surprised it was so tame. We have had no Flu shots ever either

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago
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  Reply to  

STAY SMART,,ITS WORTH IT,GOD BLESS YOU ALL!

 Reply

dtr   7 months ago

I have been paying close attention to how I feel after being in close contact with people that I know

have been vaccinated. Yesterday, I had a hair appointment and was in close proximity for over

three hours to my hair stylist who just received his third vaccination. This morning after getting up,

I felt so fatigued, that I almost felt like I needed to crawl back into bed. Interestingly, this happens

every time I’m with some of my extended family members who have been vaccinated. I am 59 and

went through menopause from 2014 – 2016. Is it possible to feel sore and fatigued after being

exposed to the vaccinated?

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

YEP,READ MY POST BELOW,,,,SHEDDING DOES OCCUR,,,,,,

 Reply

Mrs Anderson   7 months ago

Do you have a link to the internal Pzifer report you reference above?

 Reply

Amy   7 months ago

My mother is elderly and lives out of state. I have been going there every few months for the last

few years as she is not well. She is vaxed I am not and the lady 2 times I have been there I have

gotten very ill with Covid like symptoms, the second time it really affected my breathing and was

terribly scary. I had all the symptoms and I knew what was happening and just wanted to leave and

get home. My mother is brainwashed and would never understand- I will never get the jab as for

one I know what’s behind all of this and two I don’t tolerate vaccines even if it was legit. I’m literally

Gord
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afraid to go back and I cannot even explain to my mother what is happening to me. As I said, the

second time was worse so who’s to say the next wouldn’t be even more severe.

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

GET IVERMECTIN,WEBSITES WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH IT,,,

 Reply

Gojigirl   7 months ago

Hi I can’t �nd the document supposedly appended to the Tweet mentioned as being made on April

29th? I’m trying to �nd the P�zer document where it says the virus sheds from the vaccinated, I

believe it does, but need chapter and verse for a query on a comment I made on a Times article.

You mention ‘page 69’? I’d be grateful for a link to the document you are referring to please. Many

thanks.

 Reply

Lori   7 months ago

  Reply to  

https://media.tghn.org/medialibrary/2020/11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_P�zer_B

ioNTech.pdf#page67

 Reply

Madeleine   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Lori when I look at this document it seems to just state the requirements of reporting any

side effects that occur in the study participant, it doesn’t actually state it has concluded

that shedding does occur. Maybe I am not understanding it correctly?

 Reply
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Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

SHEDDING DOES OCCOUR,I HAD IT..READ MY POST,,,,DR.TENPENNY CONFIRMS

THIS OR GOTO FRONTLINE DRS,WEBSITE,,,

 Reply

Lori   7 months ago

I gave my neighbors a ride they both took the p�zer shots 2 months the next day I had a massive

headache this as been going on since 6-24-2021 I still have massive headaches, my back feels like

it is on �re, numbness and tangleing in sometimes in my toes and �ngers, bruising on my legs,

bleeding out for 6 days, my period is never the same, I need help I feel like I am dying everyday

 Reply

Bearette   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Lori, 

Go to a Holistic Dr. Read reviews �rst and get to a Natural Dr.!

 Reply

nolan garrison   7 months ago

discusting , fda was pais handsomly to pass this thru. it takes years to prove vaccines safe. i know

several people whos spouse id vaxed and the other not and they have had to split to keep the other

from getting sick. are you happy for this.

 Reply

Hannelore H Schaefer   7 months ago

This information needs to get out to the general public.

 Reply

Madeleine
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K. W.   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Sadly, they won’t believe it.

 Reply

Aimee   7 months ago

Does anyone know if taking Ivermectin will help remove the shedding from the shotted spike

protein to the un-shotted?

 Reply

Linda   7 months ago

  Reply to  

I picked up something from my great aunt from holding her hand. She had both shots. I

developed red irregular bruising and a rash on that arm. I took Ivermectin twice a couple weeks

apart. It seemed to help me. I still have a red mark but much better. I think it worked.

 Reply

Tonya   7 months ago

Can we ‘mandate’ the vaccinated stay home to keep the rest of us safe?

 Reply

Suzanne Palmer LpN   7 months ago

Okay scholars how in the hell does someone “shed” a spike protein when it is INSIDE tissues and

blood so that it contaminated the unvaccinated? Physiologically this does not make sense .

 Reply

Linda   7 months ago

  Reply to  
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I worked near newly vaxxed. I never touched them. Yet I had menstrual pain and bleeding after

bring in menopause for years. On holding a seniors hand, I developed a rash and red birthmark

looking thing on that arm. Fatigue, brainfog, stiffness. I now try to avoid the vaccinated!! I feel

terrible after being near them.

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

THEY SHED THROUGH THEIR SKIN AND BREATHING,I HAD THE SHEDDIND FROM

SOMEONE,,,,WAS RIGHT NEXT TO THEM ON A STAIRCLIMBER,AT THE GYM,,THEY GOT

NEXT TO ME,A FEW DAYS LATER,I WAS SICK FOR TWO WEEKS,,,I WORK OUT VERY

REGULARLY FOR MANY YEARS,, SO I BELIEVE IN SHEDDING,,TOOK IVERMECTINE,WHEN

COULD NOT BREATHE IN AND OUT WITHOUT COUGHING,I TOOK IVERMECTIN,,MUCH

BETTER A TWO DAYS,,,USUALLY I HAVE A COLD,,,LIKE LAST YEAR,OK IN THREE DAYS,,,,I

NOW HAVE ANTIBODIES,,,THANK YOU GOD!

 Reply

Doreen   7 months ago

Can a nosebleed occur from being exposed to a vaccinated person? Or sudden changes in ones

cognitive abilities?

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

Yes,,,

 Reply

Peter Kenny   7 months ago

Where is the link to “So P�zer’s own internal report (on page 69)” can’t see it??

Got it

https://media.tghn.org/medialibrary/2020/11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_P�zer_Bio
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NTech.pdf#page67

 Last edited 7 months ago by Peter Kenny

 Reply

Paul   7 months ago

I can’t be the only one here… since the vaccine came out, EVERY SINGLE TIME I’m around large

crowds (especially indoors) that are vaccinated, I get very ill for the next 48-72 hours.

I get very bad frontal headaches that do not respond to NSAIDs, dizziness, lethargy, brain fog and

facial pain/pressure.

I now try to avoid large crowds as I don’t know what to do to ameliorate these symptoms… anyone

else?

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

YES,THEY BREATHE SHEDDING THROUGH THEIR BREATHE AND SKIN,,,STAY AWAY FOR

AWHILE,,,,

 Reply

Jean Graham   7 months ago

I have seen so many posts from people saying, “Just got boostered!” Two days later…’Ugh, whole

family positive. Curse you unvaxxed!’ Many of these people are teachers and nurses!! I am so sick

of being called uneducated and sel�sh because I refuse to be a lab rat. Don’t even get me started

on those posting pics of their 5 yr olds getting jabbed…

 Reply

Jack Hilson   6 months ago

These studies show that the “conspiracy theorists”were true and that the plandemic is not the

plandemic of the unvaxed , will the truth make a difference? . Only time will tell
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 Reply

STOP THE VAXDEMIC! – VICTIMS OF VACCINATION.com   6 months ago

[…] the vaccinated shed spike proteins, which are pathogenic (‘disease causing’) just like the full

virus, but also bind more tightly […]

 Reply

Sharon sivori   6 months ago

It is unbelievable when you try to warn someone about the vaccine, your the lunatic. They are not

even aware of “SHEDDING” and the effects on the rest of their family, why are people being so

dumb. Why won’t they investigate and read. Learn that they are jeopardizing their family, their

kids to the spike proteins.

 Reply

GGigi   6 months ago

  Reply to  

How long do people shed after getting vaccinated?

 Reply

Johnny   6 months ago

  Reply to  

NOT SURE,IM FINE NOW,READ MY POST ABOVE,,

 Reply

Madeleine   6 months ago

Does anyone have the link to the FDA report mentioned? Thank you

 Reply
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one   6 months ago

this is a catch22 situation … 

there is no easy way out of this war of information…

One of the biggest roadblocks for real understanding of the situation is 

the missing link – there exists no virus … it is radiationSickness caused by GigaHertz signals from

cellTowers and WIFI. 

A few doctors have studied this and for sure found a direct causation.. 

We need a colossus CME from our sun to eradicate these deathMashines.

 Reply

Sarah   6 months ago

Where can I �nd the P�zer internal report referenced in this blog?

 Reply

Joan Deaver   6 months ago

I heard Clif High say vaxed people shed. Now I know what they shed. My spouse foolishly got 2

P�zer jabs although he already had COVID-19. Now I’m looking to avoid his sheds.

 Reply

Pat   6 months ago

lipid nanoparticles can potentially fuse with brain cells, resulting in delayed neuro-degenerative

disease. 

Isn’t this called mad cow disease ???

 Reply

Pfizer potvrđuje da cijepljeni protiv Covida mogu 'prenositi' spike protein i naštetiti
necijepljenima - StaroNormalno

  6 months ago
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[…] P�zerovo interno izvješće (na stranici 69) upozorava zdravstvene radnike na izloženost ljudima

koji su cijepljeni – što je prilično […]

 Reply

Carl   6 months ago

I’m starting a new job in a couple of days. 

the position includes housing. 

I am pure blood. 

The room I am supposed to take is currently occupied by a Vaccinated and boosted man that is

reportedly suffering from covid 19. 

He is leaving the same day I get there 

Is it possible for me to get sick from sleeping on the Bed that comes with the room? 

Can spike proteins live on that bed?

 Reply

Nursing Homes – QueenMoonbeam   6 months ago

[…] forcing things that take away medical freedoms. It also puts people with no immune system at

risk (https://www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2021/10/04/p�zer-con�rms-covid-vaccinated-people-

can-shed-spike&#8230;). Lack of proper amount of staff increases risks of injuries such as falls. It

also increases the […]

 Reply

Vic   6 months ago

Has anyone heard anything about what to do if you have been “she’d” on and how long the effects

will last?

 Reply
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